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day and special events and holidays furnish opportunities for
writing dates and ages. Watching the clock in order to
follow the daily program written on the board provides
practice in telling time. Building playhouses, cooking, and
being weighed and measured necessitates the use of inches,
feet, pounds, and ounces.
Specific Suggestions. — Some specific suggestions for teach-
ing arithmetic in the primary grades are:
1.	First of all, learn about the experiences which each child
brings to the grade. It has been estimated that only ten
among thirty-five children in a typical first grade will
have become perfectly familiar with the number series
and will have acquired the ability to count a number of
things. If arithmetic problems and processes are intro-
duced before the child has attained sufficient mental
maturity and experience, he is likely to think of arith-
metic as a difficult subject and of himself as unable to
cope with it. Teachers should know where the child
is and meet him at that stage of achievement.
2.	Teach the fundamental arithmetical concepts and processes
in connection with the number situations of everyday
life. Thorndike,17 more than fifteen years ago, strongly
advocated the organizing of learning in arithmetic
around the problems and purposes of real significance
to the child. A rich background of concrete arithmetic
should lead more easily to the manipulation of abstract
numbers.
3.	Introduce new number facts and processes slowly so that
each will be thoroughly mastered before the nex£ step is
taken. Introducing new material too rapidly is likely
to result in practice in errors, indirect methods of com-
putation, such as counting on the fingers, and under-
learning of many essential facts.18 Wrong answers and
inefficient methods of study are serious because they
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